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Abstract 
This paper introduces one method for the optimal utilization of the SCP which offers several 
kinds of services at the same time. There are three issues related to this method, i.e. the simu
lation of the traffic for the services, the approximation of the service-related system capaci
ties, and the adaptation for the environment which is constructed mainly by the traffic for the 
different services. The adaptation (called SOM-D) is the main part of this paper. It consists 
of using Self-Organizing Feature Map to encode the time-varying environment and using one 
adaptive gap decoder to get the optimal gap sequences. Simulation is made to test the method. 
The results show that the system performance can be significantly improved by this adaptive 
method. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

Many system design problems are essentially resource management problems which can be 
done more efficiently if designer knows more about the on-going resource requirements. How
ever, searching for the distributions of the on-going resource requirements is already very dif
ficult sometimes, even if it may be possible. Then, approximation and adaptation are the logi
cal results for dealing this kind of problems. It means that the suitable approximations of re
source requirements and case-dependent system capacities as well as the needed adaptation 
method should be found. Based on those considerations, one method to increase the system 
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efficiency of a Service Control Point (SCP) and its Quality of Service (QoS) is introduced in 
this paper. 

Figure 1 The Service Control Point 

Figure 1 shows a SCP which supports several kinds of services at the same time. The WD 
(watchdog) in Figure 1 is the local manager of the SCP. It is introduced in [9]. The SCP is im
plemented as distributed processes inside a host computer. It is clear that the SCP is a time
sharing system. 

There are many ways to model the SCP system. One may model it through the arrival of 
packets and the way of handling them (modeling at packet level). However, this way may not 
be quite suitable for the case of Figure 1. One reason is that it is very complex to model the 
sources (the caller) on the base of packet. Even though a call for certain service is closely re
lated to certain sequences of packets, the caller (human being) will greatly affect system serv
ice rate by the delay of his manual operation. If one models the system through the arrival of 
calls and the way of handling them, the delay of human operation will be easier to trace and 
put into the account of modeling. Another reason is that complete tracing of packets seems an 
expensive way for the case of Figure 1 even if it is possible, which will use too much system 
resources so that the system capacity for real services is significantly reduced. 

It is quite reasonable to use a straight forward way, modeling the system through the arrival 
of calls and the way of handling them (modeling at call level). This uses much less system 
resources than the packet level modeling, even through the call start, end, and service type of a 
call are needed to be checked from packet level. The parameters needed for modeling are also 
easier to measure in real situation. Then, the SCP system without any adaptive mechanism is 
modeled on the base of call as Figure 2. 
Suppose that there are n different kinds of services in the system, named as service 1, service 
2, ... , and service n, in Figure 2. ghh gh2, ... , andghn are fixed gaps in terms of maximal acceptable 

calls in unit time T for corresponding service. llh 11. 2, •.• , and II. • are the total numbers of calls 

for corresponding service and arriving in unit time T; the numbers include dropped calls. The 
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system service rates for service 1, service 2, ... , and service n are noted as Jlhh Jlhz, ... , and Jlhm 
respectively. Jlc is system capacity. 

Since the system in Figure 2 uses fixed gaps, the optimal use of the system cannot be reached 
or the optimum could be reached for certain situation but not keeping the optimum when 
situation is changing. Therefore, using fixed gaps may not be a good way. 

1------- Jl.hl 

1------ Jl.h2 
Jl.c 

An~-
drop ..-.Y . 

1------- Jl.hn 

Figure 2 The model of the SCP without adaptation 

If one tests the number of arriving calls for certain service in every unit time T, he can find that 
its distribution may not be stable. However, it is reasonable to believe [1, 2, 10], when the test 
is kept for days or even weeks or longer (T1), certain relations can be found. The relations may 
be approximations of certain statistical relations. Figure 3 shows our simulation of calls for 
three different services in a day. Then, certain relations among the three different service calls 
are generated when the services are implemented in same host computer. In fact, those princi
ples hold for any number of different services in the system. 
By comparing the results from different services in Figure 3, one may be sure that, if he is able 
to encode the multi-dimensional relations into finite states, certain optimum can be reached 
through suitable decoding. The encoding and decoding processes are considered as an ap
proximation of real situations. When situations change, the code book will change in order to 
adapt to the new situations and then, new optimum will be reached through the decoding. If 
the changes of situations are slow when compared to the updating rate of the code book, the 
newly updated code book can be used to approximate the situations in the coming period. In 
turn, the approximated optimum can be reached for the coming period. The optimum men
tioned here is the global optimum in the period (T1) between two successive code book up
dates. 
The SCP system with adaptive gaps can be modeled as shown in Figure 4, which is also on 
the base of call like that in Figure 2; In Figure 4, gh g2, ... , and gn are adaptive gaps which are 
the outputs of the gap-adapting block; Jlh Jlz, ... , and Jln are service rates for service 1, service 
2, ... , and service n, which are affected by the adaptive gaps. 
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Figure 3 The simulated traffic for three different services in a day. X-axis is the unit time in a 
day and each unit time is ten minutes. Y-axis is the arrivals of calls for services. Line '-+-' is 
for service 1, line '-x-' for service 2, and line '-o-' for service 3. 
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Figure 4 The model of the SCP with gap adaptation 

2 THE ADAPTATION THROUGH SOM-D 

In this section, there are three issues to be introduced: a kind of system capacity approxima
tion, the adaptive encoding of the call environments through Self-Organizing Feature Map [3, 
4], and the decoding for adaptive gaps of the SCP. The process of encoding and decoding to
gether is called as SOM-D. 
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2.1 System Capacity 

The system capacity (maximal number of acceptable calls in unit time 1) for certain service is 
decided by the embodied capacity of the system and its service environments. In principle, it 
should be smaller than the embodied capacity of the system. Since we are interested in the 
system capacities for certain services, the latter will be simply called system capacity in the 
following context. 

There could be many ways to measure the system capacity, e.g., from call level or packet 
level, etc. Even though each of the methods is approximative, some method could get the re
sult which is closer to the real system capacity if certain conditions are considered. 

The results from call level methods may not be good for a SCP system because the human 
behavior affects the call for service and it is changing with time, location, culture, etc. There
fore, for that case, the results may not be reliable and could be very expensive even if it is 
possible to measure through those methods. There are a lot of limitations which make those 
methods not workable practically. 

Comparably, the methods from packet level seems more reliable for the results and more 
practicable. It is known that certain call for certain service is implemented by certain se
quences of packets if looking from packet level. The sequences could have some change, but 
the results could not be possible to change too much if considering that, with very high prob
ability, the call either is accepted and correctly processed or is refused back (drop out). 

More reliable results can be obtained from the worst cases-there is no extra time delay 
existing, i.e. when caller SSP (Service Switching Point) receives some packet from the SCP, it 
can immediately return related packet to the SCP if needed. Certainly, the results are usually 
strict and have some distance from the system capacity. But, it is one of the most determinis
tic results which people could get. 

One good side effect of using the strict capacity to approximate the system capacity is that 
some amount of system capacity will be not used. If the idle part is not too big (say,< 25% 
of the system capacity), it is good to be a safeguard for possible system congestion. The sys
tem delay can be reasonably low when accepting calls under the limit of those strict capacities. 
The experiences from real situations give people the confidence, it is better to put some safe
guard for using the system capacity (i.e. let the system utilization factor p < l ). 

One usable complement for the possible "too strict" could be the strict capacity updating; 
that is, when real call traffic exceeds the bound of the strict capacity, increase the strict capac
ity bound by a factor of y, 1 < r< 2 and stop increasing before global service time delay starts 
to increase significantly. The newly found strict capacity could be set at 0.8 or 0.9 of the 
turning point. This method can decrease the distance between the strict capacity and the sys
tem capacity if needed. 

Here is the way of measuring the strict capacities. It is to measure the strict capacities on 
the base that system serves one kind of service at a time. Through this way, the strict capac
ity for system to serve a certain kind of service alone can be found. The algorithm is the fol
lowing: 
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(a) Find one single host computer for the SSP simulator which is not the SCP host and whose 
processing speed should be much faster than that for the SCP. If not much faster, the re
sults should be adjusted on case-dependent base. 
Leti=l. 

(b) Choose the kind of service i in the SCP. The SSP simulator creates calls for the service 
and sends them to the SCP as well as keeps the traffic in a way, if one call is served by 
the SCP, a new call is sent to the SCP immediately. Simulator keeps this process by in
creasing m until the global service time of the system starts to increase significantly (the 
start of congestion). Then, hold this turning point (a little bit smaller than it) for the re
sults measuring. 

Continue the measuring for L unit time T. Let A.;j be the accepted calls in/' unit time T and 

x:i be the maximal acceptable calls in unit time T for service i. Then, 

• 1 L 

X.i = -L l)aii 
i=l 

(1) 

We know that the above test is on the base of "one out and then one in". Let IJ.; be the sys

tem capacity for service i. If L is large enough, it is reasonable to assume, 

(2) 

Let i=i+l, ifi > n, end (b); else iterate (b). 
Now, the n strict capacities or maximal acceptable calls for the n services by the SCP are 

found. It is reasonable to say, 

ll: = llc,' (service i) (i=l, 2, ... n) (3) 

llc, is the real system capacity for service i. Let IJ.: = mini{ll;} and ai =~I. Then, 

llc, = aill: (service z) (i=l, 2, ... n) (4) 

Thus, one may think that the SCP consists of the basic servers and each of them has IJ.: 
service rate. 

We know that the approximated system utilization has to be, 

Therefore, the upper bound for the maximal acceptable calls in unit time T 
can be, 

(5) 
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(6) 

Because there are quite many possible solutions for (6), one should be able to find the solution 
which is the closest match of the environment at that time. The wanted solution can be found 
through (12) quickly. The details will be introduced in Section 2.5. 

2.2 On Optimums of the System 

Making Figure 4 as an example, in principle, one could find different system optimums from 
different cost functions which are built for different purposes, e.g., to get maximal global call 
throughput, to get maximal global call billing, or both of them, etc. 

Suppose that one could find the following cost function; 

service rate: J.l = (j.Jb J.l2, ... , J.ln) 
service cost: a = (a~> a2, ... , an) 
staying cost: b = (bb b2, ... , bn) 

average number: Q = (q~> q2, ... , qn) 
Then, try to find min11 E through (if it exists), 

dE= O(J.laT +QbT) = O 
dfl dJ.l 

(7) 

(8) 

One may fmd that it is very hard (sometime even not possible) to fmd (7) or (8) from real 
systems as above. Its approximation may be very difficult to get, too. Thus, for the SCP case, 
directly trying this way is not suitable. 

It seems that, if one can fmd certain approximation of the probability space of the system 
with its environments, the global optimums of the system could be approximated through 
certain adaptive method. The method should be directly based on the measured data from sys
tem. It makes the approximation and real time processing easier. 

2.3 OnSOM 

The self-organizing feature map (SOM) is the Kohonen model [3]. It is a kind of unsupervised 
learning neural network and, in reality, it belongs to the class of vector coding algorithms [ 4]. 
It can learn the environment constructed by input vectors through itself. 

The self-organizing feature mapping <I> has some usable properties as the following [4], (a) 
approximation of the input space, (b) topological ordering which relates to input patterns, (c) 
density matching which reflects the variations in the statistics of the input distribution. The 
property (a) and (c) are especially useful for the approximation of the probability space in the 
SCP case. For the details of SOM, please read the related materials in [3, 4]. 
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As an example, a two-dimensional lattice of neurons ofSOM is shown in Figure 5. 

Layer of 
sourc-e nodes 

Figure 5 One example of two-dimensional SOM 

The summary ofSOM algorithm is listed as the following [4], 

(A) Initialization. Choose random values for the initial weight vectors mj(O). The only restric

tion here is that the mj(O) be different for j= I, 2, ... , N , where N is the number of neurons in 

the lattice. It may be desirable to keep the magnitude of the weights small. 

(B) Sampling. Draw a sample x from the input distribution with a certain probability; the vec

tor x is the sensory signal. 

(C) Similarity Matching. Find the best-matching (winning) neuron i(x) at time n, using the 

minimum-distance Euclidean criterion: 

i(x) = arg minj II x(n)-mj II,J= I, 2, ... , N 

(D) Updating. Adjust the synatic weight vectors of all neurons, using the update formula, 

where ll(n) is the learning-rate parameter, and A;(x)(n) is the neighborhood function centered 

around the winning neuron i(x); both of them are varied dynamically during learning for best 

results. 
(E) Continuation. Continue with step B until no noticeable changes in the feature map are 

observed. 
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2.4 Encode Calls through SOM 

Suppose that the results in Figure 3 are obtained through period T1• Since customer behavior 
and situation are comparably "stable", it is reasonable to believe that the results tells the rela
tions of global situations in the period T1• If T1 (l!T1 is updating rate of the code book) is com
parably small and environment change is slower than the updating rate, it is also reasonable to 
believe that the newly updated code book can be used for the coming period, (T1 + 1) , in the 
way of "weekday for weekday and weekend for weekend, etc.". The environment changes in 
the coming period can be approximated as the quantitative changes of calls of all the unit time 

Tin T1• The call change can be quantized with a fuzzy coefficient fJ (9) and the training set S1 

is constructed through (10). The th, td, andM in (10) are the time in a day, the time in a week, 

and the total number of sample vectors used. 'A 1j, 'A 2j, ... , and Anj are the measured call arrivals 

for service l, service 2, ... , and service n, respectively, in the jth unit time T. 

fJ (finite set of positive values (9) 

st = { ((fJA.Ij, fJAq_j,···· fJ).,y), t'" td) 11 = 1, 2, ... , M (fJ} (19) 

The self-organizing feature map is constructed by two-dimensional lattice of neurons, e.g., in 
size of 64 x 64. It is properly initialized and then trained by the input sequence of the vectors 
which are randomly picked from the set S1 until the SOM reaches convergence phase. Then, 
the SOM can been seen as a code book for the environment. The environment in T1 is coded 
into the weights of the neurons. It is the optimal approximation of the environment in the 
sense of probability. 

Now, the necessary conditions for constructing suitable decoding mechanism has been met, 
which produces the adaptive gaps. The gaps are optimally matching the traffic in global sense 
for the period T1• 

2.5 Decode for Adaptive Gaps 

The idea of the SOM-D adaptation is shown in Figure 6. The algorithm of the decoding for the 
adaptive gaps is the following: 

Let m; be the weight vector of neuron i, m;=(mli, m2;, ••• , Tncn+Z)i) and let 'J be one input vector 

from the environment in period (T1+ l ), 'j =(A. I> A.2, ... , A.., th, td)· Let w be the set which holds 

all the weights of the SOM. 
(a) Input 'J into the SOM and then find the weight, mj = (m!j, m2j, ... , Tncn+2y), which meets, 

(11) 

(b) decode them into the adaptive gaps for the unit time yith by, 
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• m~g gk = roundurf...Aak (-.--)), k = 1, 2, ... , n 
Lt=tmlj 

(12) 

(c) use these gaps for next unit time y<i+l)th. 

In fact, it is not needed to care the outlooking of the SOM for the adaptive coding and decod
ing. It is good for no need of extra-intervention. 

The decoding in (12) has several characters. It constructs the strict upper bound by its gaps 
from decoding (see (6)) and optimally matches the environment in the sense of probability by 
its gaps. It gives optimal throughput and also prevents possible system congestion. 

Figure 6 The principle of the adaptation method 

2.6 SOM-D with Priority 

The above SO M-D treats any service kind with equality in the sense of the fair share of sys
tem capacity. However, for some cases, e.g., emergency service, important televoting, etc., one 
has to decrease the load from other services by force if needed. It means that services should 
be tagged with different priorities for those cases. It also means that a compromise is required 
between the optimum and the wanted unfairness. This problem can be solved through the 
reconstruction of the gap space, etc. This part is not, however, introduced in this paper. 

3 SIMULATIONRESULTS 

For simulation, three different kinds of simulated services are tested in our simulation SCP 
implemented in PC 486 with Linux OS. The traffic of ten working days is simulated for each 
service. Figure 3 shows one day's traffic. The first five days' traffic is used for training the 
SOM-D. Then, the next five days' traffic is used for the performance simulation of the SCP 
with SOM-D. One software packet is used for the SOM [6). 
The SOMis updated every five days (omiting weekends at this moment). If the overall traffic 
distributions change slower than map update does, SOM-D works well. Otherwise, the fixed 
gaps can be used temporarily until SOM-D matches the call environment. The adaptive gaps 
are updated every ten minutes. Figure 7 shows the sequences of gaps in one day. One can see 
that the three sequences of gaps follow the potentials of the simulated traffic and compromise 
with each other in order to hold the upper bound of the maximal acceptable calls in unit timeT 
for the call environment. The upper bound also prevents system from possible congestion. 
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Figure 7 The sequences of the adaptive gaps for different services in a day. X-axis is the unit 
time in a day and each unit time is ten minutes. The gaps are updated every unit time. Y -axis 
is the maximal acceptable calls for the services at each unit time. Line '-+-' is for service I, line 
'-x-' for service 2, and line '-o-' for service 3. 

For performance simulation, different levels of traffic are simulated. Since no congestion can 
happen under the SOM-D, reasonably low system delay is guaranteed. Figure 8 shows the 
throughput improvement by using the adaptive gaps. For a better understanding of the im
provement, the system delay, when the SCP has no any congestion control mechanism, is 
simulated with different traffic levels; it is also shown in Figure 8. 

From Figure 3, one can find that the traffic in a day are unbalanced. It means that some 
amount of system resource is not used in certain times of the day, even through the system 
can be very busy in other times of the day. This kind of unbalance is caused by customers. 
Similar unbalance has been seen in many papers [1, 2, 5, 10], etc. It is very clear that one can
not count on it to improve the system performance. However, it is found that certain unbal
ances exist among the traffic levels from different service calls most of the time. The unbal
ances among the traffic levels offer us the opportunity to improve the system performance. 

From Figure 8, one can find that, if using fixed gaps, the system throughput decreases far 
before the onset of the potential system congestion (relative traffic level 2.1 to 2.5, if hap
pened). When using adaptive gaps, the system throughput is improved, the throughput band 
is expanded and it is closer to the onset of potential system congestion. When traffic is small, 
the improvement is small (the only possibility). The improvement increases with the increase 
of traffic until certain point. Then the improvement keeps a certain value (about 20% in Figure 
8) and starts to decrease slowly. There may be two reasons that the improvement dose not 
increase linearly with the traffic. One is that there are still remaining differences between the 
approximation from SOM-D and the call environment. The other is that, when traffic in-
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creases after certain level, more and more calls have to be dropped in order to keep system 
from congestion. Thus, in fact, SOM-D functions as both optimal system utilization and flow 
control mechanisms. 
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Figure 8 The performance improvement for the simulated traffic through SOM-D. X-axis is 
relative traffic level by comparing with certain amplitude of the simulated traffic. Y -axis at left 
side is percentage. For line '-x-' and line '-+-', theY -axis means the percentage of real accept
able calls by comparing to the arrivals of calls for services (we call the percentage as effective 
throughput or, simply, throughput. It is a little bit different from the traditional throughput 
measurement). Line '-x-' isthethroughputbyusing SOM-D. Line'-+-' is the throughput by 
using fixed gaps. Line '-o-' is the throughput improvement by comparing the throughput of 
SO M-D with that of fixed gaps. The y-axis at right side means system delay in second. Line '
*-'is the system delay which is measured when system has no any flow control mechanism 
used. We use it to help the analysis of the other results only. 

In addition, there is still some difference between the improved throughput band and the onset 
of potential congestion (if no flow control mechanism used). The main factors for this differ
ence are the unbalance of the traffic along the time and the distribution among the traffic levels. 
These two factors are decided by call environment (or the customers). It means that the call 
environment decides the upper bound for performance improvements. What we can do is to 
push the system performance closer to this upper bound. 
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4 CONCLUSION 

Usually, when designing certain telecommunication systems, more attention is paid to using 
more powerful components than to the optimal operation of the system in case that the sys
tem performance is not good enough. We do know that the system capacity has to be in
creased in order to increase its performance under some situations. However, we have many 
experiences that, even if the average system utilization is very low, the performance of the 
system is sometimes starting to degrade very fast. Indeed, there may be many factors which 
cause this situation. System configuration, both static and dynamic, can be one of them. It 
means that only increasing system capacity may not be enough or so efficient and feasible. 

In this study, one method for measuring service-dependent system capacity and one adap
tive gap updating mechanism are introduced. The performance improvement is also proved 
through the simulation. In the developing of the methods, the capacity of SS7 is supposed to 
be sufficient for simplicity in the analysis. 

From the simulation, it is demonstrated that system throughput can be improved and, at the 
same time, low system delay can be guaranteed as well as potential system congestion can be 
prevented; all these are done without necessarily using more powerful components. We hope 
this study can attract some attentions into the optimal management of some telecommunica
tion systems, too. 

We know that to upgrade the performance is also part of the efforts to increase Quality of 
Service (QoS) which is visible to customer. Then, the use of SO M-D for adaptive gaps helps 
to upgrade the serviceability performance of the SCP [7, 8]. 

Indeed, the SO M-D method adds extra load to the system, even if it is comparably small. 
Fortunately, in most cases, SCP is implemented with double systems, one active and the other 
standby at the time, in order to guarantee its service availability [9]. The processing load from 
SOM-D can be put into the standby system. The active system executes only gap updating. 
Other needed operations are the same as in the SCP without SOM-D. As a result, it means 
that hardly any extra load is added into the active part of the SCP, and thus, nearly no extra 
overhead is added. 
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